• Paratext is a concept related to published literary works that provides a framework for the written text; The work of the author is the text bound within that frame
• Paratext includes elements typically added during the distribution process by editors, printers, and publishers; It provides a reference for the authorial text; Paratext is most often associated with books as they include a cover, dedication, title, and opening information; Paratextual materials are usually included with the author's consent because they shape how the written text is interpreted • System is started by self-selecting core of high-trust technologists (or specialists of some sort)
• System is touted as authority-less, non-hierarchical, etc.-but this is not true (see A)
• The unwashed masses start using the system
• The system nearly breaks under the strain of untrustworthy users
• Regulatory systems are put into place in order to restore order; Sometimes they are automated, sometimes not
• System is again touted as authority-less, non-hierarchical, etc. but this is not true (see E)
What color is your Paratext? Geoffrey Bilder
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The screen versions of these slides have full details of copyright and acknowledgements 
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So what can we learn from the past?
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• We proto-librarians are informed with much fanfare in library school that librarians have a better sense for "source authority and quality" than the average joe, and that the information sources we choose are therefore better than those the average joe chooses when left alone to choose sources
• One would think that a profession that makes sweeping claims like this would spend a lot more time than it does teaching students how to evaluate sources; Leaving that Achilles heel aside, however…
Heuristic
New Oxford American Dictionary Dorothea Salo http://cavlec.yarinareth.net/
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Brand
• Is it relevant?
• Is it good?
• Is it important?
• 
